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Abstract

delivery costs 20 to 200 times (respectively) the cost of
repair those same bugs in the requirements phase [3].
A problem with model-based requirements engineering is
Nowhere is the data draught problem more acute than
that new projects may lack the data required to customize in the model-based requirements engineering (MBRE).
old models. Such data droughts are a common prob- Models can be built, or borrowed, to assist in early lifelem in software engineering and are particularly acute in cycle decision making. Often, these models require more
early life cycle activities such as requirements engineer- data than what is available. For example, suppose a softing. When specific data relevant to a new project is miss- ware manager wants to reduce the odds that their project
ing, one technique is to simulate a model across the range will run over-schedule. The risk of this event can be asof possibilities that might be relevant to a project. This sessed by the COCOMO risk model [7]. Figure 1 shows
generates voluminous output which can be summarized the inputs to that model from KC-1: a NASA software
via a new machine learning technique called treatment project. The column now1 shows the current state of the
learning.
project, expressed in the language of COCOMO tool [1].
The   column describes some proposed changes
to
the project. Where precise values are unknown, a range
KEYWORDS: Software engineering, requirements engiof
possibilities has been supplied.   shows 11
neering, machine learning, data mining, knowledge farmproposed
changes. That is, there exist   ! coming, treatment learning, risk assessment, COCOMO.
binations of proposed changes to this project. Also, when
combined with the ranges in the #"$% column, there are
&'
() options shown in this table. Other uncertainties
1 Introduction
exist as well:
*
At requirements time, much is unknown about a project.
COCOMO models need an estimate of source lines
Nevertheless, requirements engineers must still make deof code (SLOC) and this may be hard to determine
cisions that have far reaching implications for a project.
early in the lifecycle.
Errors in those decisions is one of the major costs in de*
COCOMO needs a set of internal tunings which
veloping software. Fixing bugs in development or after
should be calculated from prior projects. Due to the
1 Submitted to the first International Workshop on Model-based Redata draught, such tunings are often unavailable.
quirements Engineering, November 30, 2001, San Diego, http://
www.bfsng.com/mbre01/.
2 http://tim.menzies.com, phone (604) 822-3381
3 http://www.ece.ubc.ca/twiki/bin/view/
Softeng/YingHu.
4 Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering; 2356 Main
Mall; Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T1Z4.

Hence, our software manager would have great difficulty
in using the COCOMO risk model to assess the risk of
estimate over-runs.
Data draughts can occur for a variety of reasons. Companies often lack the resources to collect and maintain
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prec = 0..5
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process
improvement
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most
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projects
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Initial (1):
unpredictable
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controlled
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Attributes in this figure come from the COCOMO-II software cost estimation model evolved by Boehm, Madachy, et.al. [1]. Attribute values of “2”
are nominal. Usually, attribute values lower than “2” denote some undesirable
situation while higher values denote some desired situation.

The Software Engineering
Institute’s capability maturity model [11].

Figure 1: LEFT: The KC-1 NASA software project. RIGHT: The CMM hierarchy.
such data. Alternatively, companies may not been developing their product(s) long enough to collect an appropriately large data set; Also, companies may be basing their development on COTS (commercial off-the-shelf
software). While the COTS authors may have much data
on the package, this data is rarely distributed. More fundamentally, much of the software industry operates at less
than CMM-3 (see Figure 1, right); i.e. they neither document their processes nor record data based on those process descriptions (personal communication with SEI researchers).

we explore an MBRE technique for data-starved domains:
When data is scarce, we can grow data sets
via simulations across the space of possibilities
within the available models.
That is, if we can access some general model from a
previous project, but lack specific data to customize that
model, we simply run the model through the space of possibilities that may be relevant to the certain project.
The generated data sets may be too large to understand. Hence, after growing the data sets, they must
be summarized. This paper proposes a summarization
technique based on machine learning. Machine learn-

Whatever the cause, model-based requirements engineering must be practical during data droughts. Hence,
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ing is a summarization technique for extracting the important ideas from examples. Techniques such as pattern
recognition, bayesian reasoning, neural networks, association measures, and decision trees have matured dramatically in recent years. These techniques have been successfully applied to software engineering tasks such as
cost-estimation (e.g. [5]), or prediction of faulty modules
(e.g. [14]). Typically, machine learning is seen as a data
mining activity; i.e. summarizing large data sets. Data
mining is impractical during data droughts. We call our
alternative to data mining knowledge farming. It has three
steps:
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In essence, this is the same idea as Bratko’s behavioral
cloning but here it is applied to software process models not qualitative models of physical devices [4, 13]. The
harvested knowledge contains no more knowledge than in
the original domain models. However, knowledge in domain models can be hard to access as it may be expressed
verbosely, or it may be spread out over disperse parts of
the model. In contrast, the harvested knowledge can be
simpler and far more succinct.
This approach is demonstrated by describing how it
works on Figure 1. The domain in which we performed
our experiments was that of software development risk assessment. Firstly, we disucss our prior research in this
area. Secondly, we use the COCOMO risk model to
build the space of possible situations for a NASA software
project. Thirdly, we describe the TAR2 treatment learner
(defined below) which summarizes data generated by that
model. Fourthly, we present the experimental results and
ways to validate those results.

3.1

Prior Work

Earlier reports of this research [10] used complex combinations of tools called tree query languages (TQL) to
analyze (e.g.) Figure 1. In summary, our experience is
that treatment learners are far simpler to explain, understand, and implement that TQL. Also, in the KC-1 study,
treatment learning gives (almost) the same results as TQL.
One treatment found by TQL were rejected by treatment
learners. This two treatment had a very low utility and
ignoring it has minimal impact on the overall worth of the
final treatments.
Treatment learners also runs much faster than TQL.
1. Using large scale simulations, we quickly grow data Our treatment learner takes minutes to accomplish what
from some seed; i.e. a model describing the options TQL took hours to perform. One reason for this is that
within a domain. This is easy to do using exhaustive TQL is a post-processor to a decision tree generation alor monte-carlo simulations of the model.
gorithm. That is, to run TQL, a decision tree learner has
to be run as well. Treatment learners have no need for this
2. Once we have grown the data, we use machine learn- external call to a decision tree learner.
ing to harvest the data; i.e. build useful summaries.
Finally, our prior report on TQL never validated its output. This study offers several validation studies of treat3. Validation: We can validate the summarized knowl- ment learning.
edge by feeding them back into the model to observe
their impact on the model’s behavior. This also provides a way for us to gain deeper understanding and
3 Case Study
to further refine that domain model.

The COCOMO Risk Model

For our experiments, we used the Madachy COCOMObased effort-risk model. The COCOMO project aims at
developing an open-source, public-domain software effort estimation model. It allows one to estimate the cost,
effort, and schedule when planning a new software development activity [1]. The Madachy extension to COCOMO was an experiment in explicating the heuristic nature of effort estimation. The model contains 94 tables,
each of which implements a context-dependent modification to internal COCOMO parameters [7]. Two important
features of the COCOMO risk model are its classifications
and its validation. In the first case, the model generates a
numeric effort-risk index which is then mapped into the
classifications low, medium, high, very high. In the second, the model has survived at least one validation study
(see [7]). Most risk models come with no validation information. The COCOMO risk model is the rare exception.
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3.2 Growing Data
The COCOMO risk model was exercised using Monte
Carlo simulations. That is, instead of running all E ) possible simulations described in Figure 1, we ran a small
number F picked at random to see what we could learn.
We then ran a larger number (e.g.  F , GF ) of randomly
picked simulations. A conclusion was deemed stable if it
did not change when we used a larger sample size. Our
simulation was conducted using randomly selected inputs
as follows:
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0
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1
1
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Figure 2: A log of risk estimation of kc-1 project.
*

The outputs of a COCOMO model are dependent
on its internal tunings. In practice, users tune COCOMO parameters using historical data in order to
generate accurate estimates. For our projects, we
lacked the data to calibrate the model. Therefore, we
picked our tunings from several published sources.
Those sources showed tunings generated via genetic
algorithms [6], tunings generated via bayesian learning [5], and the standard tunings found within the
COCOMO risk model [1].

2. What strategy can we take to reduce the development
risk ?.

The first question is the question answered by standard
machine learners which build classifiers that map examples to classes. In our experience, this question is asked
less than the second questions. Managers care less for detailed descriptions of the current situation than for advice
on how to improve the current situation. Hence we say
that managers want controllers (i.e. an answer to ques*
COCOMO estimations are based on SLOC (delivtion 2) more than mere classifiers (i.e. an answer to quesered source lines of uncommented code). SLOC is
tion1). To understand the distinction, consider the case of
notoriously hard to estimate. From Boehm’s text
someone reading a map. Classifiers say “you are here”
Software Engineering Economics, we saw that uson the map while controllers say “go this way”. After
ing SLOC=10k, SLOC=100k, SLOC=2000k would
much experimentation, our preferred method of learning
cover an interesting range of software systems [2].
controllers is treatment learners.
*

Next, for the three different SLOCs and three tunings, we generated random examples by picking 3.3 TAR2 Treatment Learner
one value at random for each of the parameters
from KC-1 in Figure 1. With our machine learner In our case study, the TAR2 treatment learner is impleTAR2(see below), we get stabilized conclusion at mented to explore the mass data generated by the COCOMO risk model. Classical machine learners like C4.5
sample size=30,000.
aim at discovering classification rules: i.e. given a classiPart of the data log is shown on Figure 2. Each line fied training set, they output rules that are predictive of the
contains 24 attributes(SLOC + 23 cost drivers) and a class variable. TAR2 differs from those learners in that:
classification. There are total 4 classes indicating the
software development risk is “low”,“medium”,“high” or
“very high”, denoted H I0JLKCH MONPKCH QPR2KCH S%QTR (respectively).
Given this data, there are two questions we could ask:

1. TAR2 assumes the classes are ordered by their score
(some domain-specific measure). Highly scored
classes are preferable to lower scoring classes. Further, one class is more desirable than all others,
which is called the best class.

1. Does our KC-1 project belong to low risk project or
high risk project?

2. Rather than finding the classification rules, TAR2
finds rules that predict both increased frequency of
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windy?
false
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false
true
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false
false
false
false
true
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false

3
2
1
0

class
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some
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some
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lots
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lots
lots
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Figure 4: ` distribution seen in golf data sets. Outstandingly high values shown in black. Y-axis
is the number
`

of attribute ranges that have a particular

Figure 3: A log of some golf-playing behavior.
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Figure 5: Finding treatments that can improve golf playing behavior. With no treatments, we only play golf lots
of times in #).
  of cases. With the restriction
)
that outlook=overcast,
then we play golf lots of times in
100% of cases.

the best class and decreased frequency of the worst
class. That is, TAR2 finds discriminate rules that
drive the system away from the worst class to the
best class.

("W : The score of a class Y
`La8b#c

3. TAR2 output treatments rather than classifications.
A treatment is one or a conjunction of attribute value
ranges. It is a constraint on future control inputs of
the system.

is Y ;.

is calculated as follows:

8s

TAR2 can find the input ranges of KC-1 that decrease
the project’s risk. Before showing that, we illustrate the
TAR2 method using a small example. Figure 3 shows a
small training set, in which there are four attributes and 3
classes. Recall that TAR2 assesses a score for each class.
For a golfer, the classes in Figure 3 could be scored as
none=2 (i.e. worst), some=4, lots=8 (i.e. best). TAR2
then seeks attribute ranges that occur more frequently in
the highly scored classes than in the lower scored classes.
Let VXW be some attribute range e.g. outlook=overcast)
and Y[Z\]^W _ be the number of occurrences of that attribute
range in class Y (e.g. lots(outlook=overcast)=4).
`]a=b#c
is a measure of the worth
of deW to improve the
`Va8b#c
frequency of the f=g class.
uses the following definitions:
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where  E®¯nL°2ikZkP±W _ is the number of examples in
which e²W occurs ` ; The attribute ranges in our golf
example generate the histogram shown in Figure 4.
A treatment
is a subset of the attribute ranges with an
`]a=b#c
outstanding
value. For our golf example, such attributes can be seen ` in Figure 4: they are the outliers with
outstandingly large s on the right-hand-side.
To apply a treatment, TAR2 rejects all example entries
that contradict the conjunction of the attribute rages in the
treatment. The ratio of classes in the remaining examples
is compared to the ratio of classes in the original example
set. The best treatment is the one that most increases the
relative percentage of preferred classes. In our golf example, the best treatment is outlook=overcast; Figure 5
shows the class distribution before and after that treatment. i.e. if we bribe disc jockeys to always forecast
overcast weather, then in 100% of cases, we should be
playing lots of golf, all the time.

f=(g : the highest scoring class; e.g. f=ghjik"gC ;
Wg : the non-best class; e.g. WglOm(#"# KE"nop ;
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Figure 6: Improvements in class distributions generated by TAR2 from kc-1 data.

4 Experiment Results

of the 11 proposed modifications seen in Figure 1’s
changes1 column, most of the modifications (i.e.
flex, resl, team, ruse, docu, stor, pcon, ltex) were
comparatively less effective that just changing acap
and sced.

Figure 6 shows the results from the KC-1 risk estimate
data generated by TAR2. Since the classes are ordered,
we introduce a variable “worth” to measure the class distribution of a data set. “worth” is calculated as follows:
³ r8{¶v¤

Í
y=Öw µ Ã |×y
Î}Ï =}Ð}Ñ¥ÒÓOÔÕ ÓdÕ
Õ
ÕØ

Figure 6F claims that in the case of acap=2 and sced=2,
our KC-1 project should have a 64% possibility to be low
risk project(class=T LO) and a 0% possibility of being a
where  YÇ is the number of examples that belong to class high risk project (class=T HI). This is a considerable imX. TAR2 reports the worth’s of the treated data sets as provement over Figure 6A where the majority of projects
the ratio of the untreated raw data set. From Figure 6 we were medium risk and there was a possibility (18%) of a
could see that 3 attribute values are particularly important high risk project.
in improving the class distribution; i.e., (EÙ¤X , 8E°¥
TAR2 yields much information that can assist in soft and °nogdÚG . When combined, the best treatment
ware management. For example, suppose that in KC-1,
found by TAR2 was Figure 6F:
schedule pressure is hard to avoid; i.e. using sced=2 may
Acap=2 Use adequate analysts (near the 55% percentile). be impractical. Fortunately, Figure 6D offers an alternative. In the case of acap=2 AND pmat=3 (i.e. moving to
Sced=2 Allow the team 100% of the estimated time to
an SEI CMM level3 style project [11]), an improvement
finish the project
over Figure 6A can be achieved. Note that the improveIgnorables: One of the benefits of TAR2 is that it tells ment is not as good as Figure 6E. That is, managers now
an analysts what factors are ignorable. In this case, can assess the merits of one treatment over another.
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*

5 Validation
The treatments learnt from KC-1 and the COCOMO expert must be carefully assessed for their stability, external
validity and generality. Stability and external validity are
discussed below. Utility can be assessed using at least the
following methods:

Many times, pull input parameters from those ranges
and run a model.
*

Summarize the generated data using treatment learning.

Knowledge farming is a failure if emergent stable conclusions can’t be found amongst the simulated data.
N-way cross-validation In this procedure, the available
In this study, a model was run through the ( ) possidata is divided into N blocks so as to make each bilities shown in Figure 1, through three possible tunings
block’s number of cases and class distribution as and 2 possible SLOCs. Emergent stable properties were
similar as possible. Next, N times, learning is per- detected which, when tested, provided adequate control
formed on Û4Ü  of the data and tested on the remain- of KC-1 (recall the discussion in the last section).
Û
ing  th of the
data.
Û

Model Feedback Ideally, the results can be applied to 5.3 External Validity
the model that generated the data. This is a more
robust validation because the treatments are assessed Are the treatments see in Figure 6 specific to KC-1 or genby an outside device, avoided the effect of the train- eral to other software projects? To test this, we did a control experiment:
ing data.
*

Without all the constrains on the KC-1 project, we
ran the COCOMO risk model across all the possibilities. This simulation generated another data set of
30,00 examples. We called this data set the genericCOCOMO data set.

5.1 Assessing Utility via Model Feedback
Studies
In our case study, we are able to apply our treatments to
the COCOMO risk model. For example, in order to test
the treatment E8Ù¤X , we did the following:

*

TAR2 was applied to the generic-COCOMO data.
1. With other attribute remain randomized according
to their available values seen in the now1 column The treatments learnt from generic-COCOMO were difof Figure 1, we restrict E8ÙÝ² (i.e. used only ferent to the treatments learnt from the KC-1 data set. In
E8ÙVÝ as the input value of E8Ù ), and generate a generic-COCOMO, the best found treatment was:
new data set of 30,000 cases.
Pmat=4: i.e. use a very mature software process;
2. If the treatment is valid, it should influence the
model’s behavior to generate data sets that have class Sced=4: i.e. stretch the development schedule by 160%;
distribution similar to the distribution seen in FigThese results are hardly surprising: given an overure 6B
abundance of development time and a highly mature soft3. Our validation results are quite satisfying: the new ware process, of course we get low risk projects! Howdata set has exactly the same class distribution as ever, there is a more serious lesson from this study:
Figure 6B predicted.(see Figure 6C.)
*
Treatments that are “best” in generic data sets may
not be relevant to particular projects.

5.2 Stability

*

The essence of knowledge farming is:
*

Identify ranges of possible values.
7

Project specifics should always be used to constraint
the simulations in order to generate treatments relevant to a particular project.

While the knowledge source used in this study (the COCOMO expert mode) has passed international peer review, it is hardly universally accepted. Proponents of
some other knowledge source could reject the specifics of
the above conclusions, but still use the general technique;
i.e. they could encode their preferred knowledge source
as a model, execute it, then summarize it using treatment
learners. For example, Menzies and Kipers [9] explore
the use of treatment learning to study a model of CMM
level2 [12]. Elsewhere, we have discussed general principles for rapidly building models in early lifecycle [8].

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

6 Conclusion

[6]

Data droughts are an acute problem impeding which impede model-based requirements engineering. This paper
explores a three-part solution to data droughts. An initial
knowledge farming stage simulates the available models
across the space of possibilities relevant to a particular
project. This is followed by a second harvesting stage that
uses the TAR2 treatment learner to summarize the logs
of the simulations. If insights are found during the summarization stage, then these must be validated in a third
and final stage using techniques such as N-way crossvalidation or model feedback.
This three-part solution was explored here via an example based on a COCOMO-based risk model. For this
case study, the proposed solution is both a practical (i.e.
fast to run and simple to organize) and effective (i.e. as
determined by our validation studies) method for reusing
models during requirements engineering.
TAR2’s summaries are controllers to the model. Such
treatments, when applied to the model, actually change
the model’s behavior and drive it towards a preferred
mode of operation. We are encouraged by the above
results since it is possible that TAR2 can generate controllers even in the presence of data droughts.

[7]
[8]
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